Members and Guests of Indoor Range
Sign in and ensure visitors have filled out all required forms
Each person to sign in and out with their full printed name.
Note Emergency Exit halfway down the Range on left side.
No verbal or physical abuse tolerated by anyone at anytime
Everything is video recorded via 2 high definition cameras – please follow all rules
In the event of Emergency situation a cease fire will be called, the area will be
secured under RSO direction.
If evacuation is necessary, proceed to the outdoor 22 rimfire range. The RSO or
someone designated by them, should grab the sign-in book upon exiting and a
headcount should be done once everyone reaches the meeting point.
Red line is HOT LINE. DO NOT cross for any reason while range is hot!!!
Yellow line is safety line, only active shooters and Range Officer in this area.
Cease Fire Guidelines
Call cease fire
Unload and safe out firearm
Cylinders and actions are to be left open to enable RSO’s verification
Proceed to put firearms in a safe location
In the event of a firearm possible malfunction, a cease fire will be called. RSO
commands will be followed, NO EXCEPTIONS
Step back from the bench and do not cross the yellow line to benches for any
reason while cease fire is in effect. *** FOR ANY REASON***
When moving firearms from storage to bench or bench to storage all firearms are
to remain locked open and clear, carry revolvers with cylinders open and pointed
in a safe direction.

Please no loose ammo on the bench. Keep all ammo in magazines, speed loaders or
suitable containers.
Only one firearm at the bench line at one time, please keep all other firearms
locked up to the side pointed towards the wall.
Ammo storage on back bench only please.
Maximum size gun is 44 Magnum, no ported guns due to insulation.
No Robinson Armament cal. 223 due to high velocity.
Please no food or drinks anywhere in the Indoor range due to possible lead
exposure
Starting rules after Cease Fires
EYES and EARS
AMMUNITION THEN FIREARMS TO THE BENCH
RANGE IS GOING HOT
RANGE IS HOT

